Wi-Pl

1. Company Overview
2014 10.
Company

IGC Co.,Ltd

CEO

Ingyu Kim

Business

Manufacturing(Product Development),
Software Development

Product

Wireless charger, UX Interface,
Voice recognition system, AI Software

Since

2014. 10. 01

IGC Co., Ltd. founded
Exhibited and participated in the buyers’ session at
“IoT Japan 2014” in Tokyo, Japan

11. Exhibited and participated in the buyers’ session at
the “2014 Creative Economy Expo” in Seoul

2015 02.

A KC certificate obtained (MSIP-RMM-igc-WIPL10B)
The first production completed (2,000 sets)

03. The design registered (No. 30-0788453)

The trademark registered (No. 40-1095303)

Address

606, Gumi Halla-sigma Vally, 212, 1gongdan-ro,
Gumi-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do, Republic of Korea

04. Exhibited and participated in the buyers’ session at

Tel/Fax

+82.1644.5287 / +82.505.845.2155

06. A patent registered (No. 10-1539469)

Homepage

www.igcomms.com

the “17th World Federation of Overseas Korean
Traders” in GUMICO convention center

Wi-PL, a smartphone wireless charger holder, went on
sale through distribution networks

07. Homepage (www.igcomms.com) and company’s

is a corporation that puts top priority
on the development of

by ceaselessly pursuing innovations.

shopping mall (www.wi-pl.com) open
Selected for the support of the Small & Medium business
Corporation to advance into overseas’ giant distribution
networks and got sales started: Japan(Rakuten)
Selected for the financial support of the Small & Medium
business Corporation for younger people business start-ups

08. Selected as HIT500 by the Small & Medium

business Corporation
Exhibited at “KITAS Korea IT Peripherals Expo” in COEX

09. Exhibited and participated in buyers’ session at
“GMV2015(Global Mobile Vision)” in KINTEX

2. Market Situation for Wireless Chargers
According to the recent report by HIS, a market research firm,
the total number of wireless chargers (a transmitter-receiver)
sold last year was about 55 millions, which is forecasted to
double to 120 millions, this year. If it goes on like this, the
total number of wireless chargers in the coming 2024 will be
greater than 2 billion. The market size this year will

Increase to 1.7 billion dollars

from 15 million dollars last year. In 10 years, it is expected to
reach 15 billion dollars.
(May 5, 2015, ET News)

HIS, a market research firm, forecasted that the market size
will rapidly grow from 21.6 million dollars in 2013 to 8.5 billion
dollars in 2018 as the wireless charging technology expands
into smartphones, appliances, and electric-automobiles.
It is a’ jack pot’ indeed, which is as much as

40 times just for 5 years.
(May 22, 2015, Chosunilbo)

ABOUT

3. ABOUT
Unlike the existing holders that require both hands for handling, it helps
easily mount the smartphone with just one hand not interrupting the
operation of the smartphone since it uses neodymium magnet.
It uses a nonslip pad and 28neodymium magnets that
are just powerful enough to make a safe and user
friendly smartphone cradle of Wi-PL.
The position guidance technology of our own resolved
the existing problem of charging eﬃciency that
dramatically drops depending on charging positions.
The smartphone is automatically ﬁxed at the most
optimal position, providing the highest charging
eﬃciency while preventing overheating problems.

The high eﬃciency of charging is greater than
wired chargers for auto-vehicles, making it
possible to charge even while using the
GPS navigation screen and Bluetooth devices
at the same time.
Since the wireless charging receiver is
equipped inside the cover or case, the
exterior remains same while being
charged.
A variety of smartphone cases are
compatible with the receiver type
which can be placed inside the
phone case.

3. ABOUT

Weakness >>

Weakness >>

Weakness >>

Low charging efficiency,
Inconvenient,
Thermal problem

High price,
Inconvenient,
Obstruction to driver’s view

Attaching things, altering
exterior designs and using
power code are not allowed

Measure >>

Measure >>

Measure >>

Price competitiveness
secured by improving
productivity

Relatively lower price,
Highlighting the user
friendly convenience

Focusing on the simple setting,
Focusing on the minimum
exterior changes

3. ABOUT
SET 1.

SET 2.

Stand type main-body

CD slot type main-body

(Black/White)

(Black/White)

Common Components

Magnetic sticker Charging receiver
(Optional)

Adopter for
automobiles

Patented
technology
The charging system and
a cradle for wireless
terminal in one

USB cable

Charger input voltage/current

5V/ 1.5A(Micro USB 5PIN)

Wireless charging output

5V / 1A

Wireless charging method

Qi Standard

Wireless charger size

12cm x 7cm x 7cm

Adopter for
automobiles

Input voltage

12V

Output voltage / Current

5V / 2.1A

Output voltage of the wireless receiver

5V / 600~800mA

Operation scope of the wireless charging

8mm

Maximum weight of the cradle for
a wireless terminal

Less than 400g

Design
registration
certificate

Trademark
registration
certificate

Wireless charger for
a portable terminal

Wi-PL

3. ABOUT
Since an insert-type of receiver equipped inside the cover, a user can
keep freely using his/her smartphone case with no big changes in
external appearance.
The reverse side
after mounting

Inside the mobile
phone

iPhone 5 / 5s / 5C
iPhone 6/ 6 Plus

Additional support available
Others device can be used with
made-to-order receiver models.
Galaxy Note 3
Galaxy S5

Galaxy S4

Galaxy Note 2

Option.
iPhone 5 / 6 /6 Plus

IGC-WIPL
-STB-1

IGC-WIPL
-STB-2

IGC-WIPL
-STB-4

Galaxy Note2 / 3 / 4

IGC-WIPL
-STB-7

IGC-WIPL
-Rxl-5

IGC-WIPL
-Rxl-6

IGC-WIPL
-Rxl-6p

리시버 디자인은
변경될 수 있습니다.
IGC-WIPL
-STB-9

IGC-WIPL
-STB-3

IGC-WIPL
-STB-6

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-N2

IGC-WIPL
-SWB-2

IGC-WIPL
-SWB-5

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-N4

Galaxy S3 / 4 / 5

IGC-WIPL
-STB-0

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-S3

IGC-WIPL
-SWB-1

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-N3

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-S4

IGC-WIPL
-RxA-S5

IGC-WIPL
-SWB-10

Example)
IGC-WIPL
-SWB-8

Our company keep update design
of sticker.

IGC-WIPL
-STB-1

IGC-WIPL
-SWB-1

WIPL15W-A

WIPL15B-C

T. +82-1644-5287
F. +82-505-845-2155
www.igcomms.com

